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I’he concept of monitors has been proposed as a
tool for the de&n of systems of’closely
[II ,2], In ref. 121,Hoare gives
@ions of the monitor concept:
&tion
of the concept, an algorithm
monitofi in terms of serna@iores 231,
that can be used for verifying the car- .
We point out in this note that
.
of Hoare’s interpre taGon algot needed for obtaining a monitor impleahat satisfies the @en proof rules.
t&eview that the ruies for sAed.uIing conshould be divided into
re sufficient for obtainoperation of the whole system, and (b)
t increase the efficiency of the resufting
the case of monito& the basic scheduliryt
at for the correct operation of the moni*
in general) specify in what o&r the
ruonitar procedw~ c&3 of the Gfferent processes are
ted. T!LEserules are:
r+ual exclu.&n of the dfifferent c& on procedures of the same monitor,
(b) immediate resumption of processes waiting on a
*‘A)nritionvariable, as soon as the condition is sigrut&d,
[c) oti~rti= fou’rscheduling of wti tiug processes.
ore explicitly, the& rules can be expressed as
4
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follows: fM4fz.uzZ
eMusion: if a monitor is written
such that a certain invariant assertion I about the
local vari&les of the monitor holds (1) after initialization; (2) before returr,,ig from each monitor procedure, and (3) before each wait and S&P&operation
within any monitor procedure, then the same assertion can ue assumed to hold also (I) at the entry to
each monitor procedure, and (2) after each wait and
signaloperation within any momtor procedure.
Immediate mswhption: If a monitor is written
such that a certain assertion B holds before each s&d
o,neratian of a certain condition variable, then the
sa?neassertion can be assumed to hold also after each
wait operation referring to the same condition variabie. (The assertion B describes the condition(s) under
which a waiting process wishes to be resumed).
These rules for mutual exclusion and immediate
resumption are equivalent to Hoare’s proof rules [2f.
Fair s&d&g,
irl the sense of Brinch-Hansen [I],
means that the priority rule for selecting a deiayed
process for continuation must be such that no process
can be delayed indefmiteiy in favor of notie urgent
processes.
Since monitors are normally used for scheduling
resources, it is ir;lportant that the execution of the
monitor procedures are much faster than the resource
they schedule (to avoid keeping the resource idle).
Therefore the fair scheduling of the monitor calls has
a strong influence on the system efficiency. In particular, processes that wait for entering the monitor should
t>e given on higher priority than processes that are
ready for executing code in some non-critical region.
Hoare [2] gives an interpretation of monitors in
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terms of semaphores. He uses a semaphore mutex for
establishing mutual exclusion, a semaphore urgent CG
which those processes wait that have executed a signal
operation, and one semaphore for each condition variab!e on which *thoseprocesseswait that have executed
a wait operation for the correspondingcondition. Assuming fair scheduling for the processeswaiting on a
given semaphore, Hoare’sinterpretationalgorithm
can be shown to satisfy the shove three basic monitor
scheduling rules. (‘Wenote that specifying the monitor
interpretationin termsof semaphoresdoes not necessarilymean that monitors must be implemented that
way. It is just a convenient way of describinghow
monitors function.)
The following interpretationalgorithm is similar
and also satisfies these rules, but it is simplersince it
does not use the semaphoreurgent. The actions to be
executed at the different occasions are the folIowing:
entry to a monitor procedure:
P (mutex)
exit from a monitor procedure:
Y (mutex)
wait on a certain condition:
condcount : = condcount + I ;
.
V (mutex);
P (condsem);
condcount : = condcoun t - 1;
signal the same condition:
If condcount > 0 then (V (condsem); P (mutex)} .
If a s&W operation is the last operation of a procedure body, it can be combined with the monitor exit
as follows:
if condcount > 0 then V (condsem)
eIse Y(mutex)
A similarmonitor interpretationhas already been
described by Saxena [4]. The difference, compared
to Hoare’sinterpretation,is that the processes that
execute a s&r;rl operation have no priority for continuing the monitor procedure,over the processes
that wait for beginning the execution of a monitor
procedure call. Since the basic monitor defmition
given above only specifies that the scheduling must
be fair, we can say that this difference is a question I of
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efficiency only. Mare detailed discussions of monitor
implementst18 * ; r: I their dkiency can be fcwxj in
refs. [4] sllld 15].
Hoare [ 2] mentions Dahl’s suggestion that signals
should always be the last operation of a monitor procedure. This restriction is in fact ~ea.IkedIL +he monitors of Brinch-Hansen’s Concurrent Pasta: [6]. There
;:eem to be two reasons for imposing this restriction:
(1) this restriction is a natural one, i.e. it is satisfied in
most examples; (2) if this restrktion is imposed rhen
the semaphore urgent in Hoare’s interpretation algorithm can be omitted, together with all operations
upon it [2]. This second reason, one of efficiency,
loses much of its justification in the light of the interpretation algorithm given above, which does not use
the semaphore urgent anyway. We conclude that no
obvious advantage in efficiency is obtained by restricting the signal operation in monitors to be the last
operation of a procedure. Future experience will
show whether occasionally a signal operation in the
middle of a monitor procedure can be useful.
We have discussed, in the case of monitors, the
distinction between the scheduling rules that are essential for the correct operation of a syste.m, and the
rules that only influence the efficiency of the system.
We hope that, in other cases as well, this distinction
can be useful for clarifying synchronization concepts.
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